
BEARING FAILURES 
RECOGNIZE THE CAUSES AND WHAT TO DO ABOUT THEM 

The Egyptians built pyramids of huge stone blocks. They moved them by rolling them on top of logs. 
Today's heavy-duty trucks aren't near the size of pyramids, but the rolling principle of the modern bearing 
is basically the same as those logs. Bearings have proven their worth by reducing rolling friction which 
permits parts to move without being destroyed. 

However, bearings do fail. Such failures can be costly in terms of repair costs and downtime. The more 
we learn about bearings and why they fail, the better we can protect equipment from unnecessary repair 
and downtime expense. Leading bearing manufacturers say there are several reasons for bearing failure, 
and many causes for those failures, such as: 

Fatigue - which is evident in spalling, flaking or breakdown of the races and/or rollers. The cause can be: 
excessive weight or pressure from the abnormal meshing of gears or machine overloads; rollers fail to 
fully contact raceways; Roller-raceway adjustments that are too tight; misalignment, cocking of the 
bearing, out-of-round or bowed shaft, or the cone seat is nicked or rough; Sudden impact such as a 
wheel striking deep chuckholes or exceeding known life of the bearing. 

Wear -lapping, abrasion or indenting of races or rollers are common signs. The cause can be: Lapping-
where a very fine debris, gradually cuts away at raceways and rollers, causing a dull gray appearance of 
running surfaces. Abrasion-where rollers force sharp debris around surfaces causing score lines. Tiny 
brinell marks where rollers run over hard particles causing indentations or scarred marks in raceway and 
roller surface are known as indenting. 

Overheating -discoloration of raceways, thrust flange and/or rollers, which generally is straw brown, ink 
blue or purple in color. The cause can be: improper lubricant; insufficient lubricant; over lubrication-too 
much lubricant; presence of foreign or abrasive material; adjustment too tight, misalignment, or electrical 
current or external use of heat while removing or replacing bearing on the shafts. 

Rust - reddish brown, black or dark gray pitting, etching or staining on surface. The cause can be: parts 
are exposed to moisture either from cleaning or from hands or perspiration or improper lubrication of 
damaged sealing members. 

Brinelling -results from rollers indenting the raceways, but not severe enough to cause fatigue 
breakdown. The cause can be: striking the cone with a blunt tool at assembly or removal; cup mounted in 
oversized housing with too tight an adjustment or sudden heavy shock either from load or vehicle wheel 
striking holes. 

False Brinelling -wear in cup or cone race where rollers oscillate through short arc instead of revolving. 
Marks generally coincide with spacing or rollers. The cause for this is vibration of the unit while shaft and 
bearing are not in operation. 



Fracture -a partial or through crack in cup or cone race. The cause can be: excessive press fit of cone on shaft; 
striking cup or cone with a drift pin and/or hammer during assembly; cocking of cone with excessive assembly 
pressure or oversized housing, along with heavy loads, causes shattering of cup in loaded zone. 
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